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1. Always, always and for eternity trust the dog! An occasional point on a prairie 

mouse is no excuse for you to miss out on a triple rooster flush because you were 

too lazy to walk 40 more yards to check on the biscuit eater. 

 

2. Be strategic and do not put the birds between where your feet are planted and the 

vehicle. Mobile windshield technicians are busy on opening day. 

 

3. Absolutely no bragging before the hunt about how proficient a shot you are. A 

friendly jab or two afterwards is OK.   

 

4. Do not ever complain about the performance of a hunting partners’ dog. It will 

magically become a field trial champion before the words leave your sorry, 

chapped lips. 

 

5. Pheasants delight in launching 2 feet behind you, as you stand with unloaded gun, 

boasting about the shots you made just yesterday. Usually your canine has been 

pointing said roosters for 5 minutes listening to your oratory, straining to suppress 

uncontrollable dog laughter.  

 

6. There are two kinds of shotgun shells.  The kind you have in your pocket and the 

kind you wish you had in your pocket. Remember the mallards landing on your 

shoulder in the patch of CRP, with no non-tox within reach? 

 

7. Waterfowl do not like hunter orange clothing. However, Hungarian Partridges do 

not care much if you wear camouflage or not. 

 

8. Just because a choice piece of property is posted “no trespassing”, does not mean 

it holds birds. The game warden will remind you if you forget. 

 

9. Make sure you re-load after a flush. Unloaded guns cannot scratch down pheasant 

dinners. 

 

10. Take a kid bird hunting. Start them early on the path to obsession with sporting 

dogs, gun jealousy, self-destruction, bankruptcy and divorce. 

 

11. Bonus: You always shoot your best when there are no witnesses! 


